The following corrections should be made to the remarks of the Delegate of the United Kingdom:

Page 16
Last line on page: delete "fruitfully".

Page 21
1st line: for "its foundation and" read "the foundation of the".
2nd line: after "structure" insert "which we are building".

Page 22
third paragraph: 2nd line: for "here" read "again".
6th line: for "legislations" read "legislation".

Page 38
last line but one on page: delete "to be".

Page 39
Paragraph (ii): 2nd line: for "on" read "of".

Page 42
4th line: amend to read "imagine that any well-informed person will know he must look at the end if".
7th line: for "of" read "under"; for "explanation" read "explanations".
6th line: for "Article" read "Articles".

Page 43
3rd paragraph, 4th line: for "If the general" read "However, if the general".

Page 50
3rd paragraph: 7th line: insert after "Article II" the word "would";
for "involve" read "involves".
4th paragraph: 4th line: after "to" insert "cases".
7th line: for "duties" substitute "legislation".

* Corrigendum 1 was in French only.